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"Discover the need for life after a certain age: pleasure in brand-new friendships and experiences,
adventures still forward, purpose and meaning on deeper amounts, appreciation for God's style and
direction.com. By celebrating the little things in life, like the capability to recall any anecdote with clarity,
O'Connor leads readers to rest in the biggest miracles of faith and purpose"--Amazon.
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Short on the humor I actually purchased this because my brother is reading it and he said it made him
chuckle.a great read! Hardly any humor, for me, with poorly come up with short stories.very relatable.. the
golden years ain't for wimps: humorous stories for your senior this book was also what i needed, in fact it is
true when you are in your 50's you truly need a sense of humor. Some Oldies but goodies. Bought several
copies to talk about!), I am aware the humor effectively! Love the tales shared. God bless! Senior moments
I'm having a senior minute right now. Karen O'Connor reminds readers that "the golden years" certainly are
a true blessing that people don't need to admit. The reserve is definitely funny and I appreciated reading
about myself. I saw myself through the entire book.. I will pass it to friends and relatives. :) Enjoyable book
Adorable read. Nope.books like this make it a bit more acceptable. While getting older isn't fun..lol. I
thought I had currently rated this book. Being a senior right now myself (I appear 10 years younger!Thanks!
Very funny A very lovely and funny book... Would I recommend it? Humorous it really is ... Obviously we
don't discover the same issues funny. Five Stars Karen O'Connor is a good author and I highly recommend
this book. i will pass it on when i get done reading it. Three Stars Disappointing. One short joke or cartoon
per web page. Wasn't worth the money. KaM. N.J. Tedious, trite, cliched and very religious Two things
about this book: The humor consists of tales for example about how exactly it really is funny that the elderly
lose short-term memory. This hilarious fact is presented in an extended and witless conversation between
two people. If you like frequent bible rates and conventional christian cliches you may such as this very
unfunny book relatively better. Karen O'Connor This book was written by a pal of mine, and I very much
enjoyed reading it. Being a senior citizen these stories appeal if you ask me and they are so befitting all
seniors. The Senior years are different, but special.
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